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Home vs Away vs Neutral Statistics
Results:
●
Home teams outperformed away (and neutral location) teams in nearly
all statistics across every gender-division-season combination
●
AST and BLK (the most subjective statistics) had the greatest home
advantages and much of the advantages remained when compared to
neutral location teams
●
Home teams experienced a big boost in FG% and 3FG%, while away
teams performed slightly worse than neutral location teams
●
FT% was negatively impacted for away teams compared to neutral
location teams but home teams did not receive an additional boost
●
Scorekeepers tended to have greater home team biases when
observing men compared to women or higher divisions compared to
lower divisions
Using over 100,000 games between the 2011-2012 and 2015-2016
seasons, we compared the difference in home, away, and neutral teams
across a variety of box score statistics for both genders and all three
divisions. The results are displayed in the following figure.

The Crowd Effect: Attendance Impact on Statistics
Conclusions:
●
Referee decisions appear to be affected by crowd size: both PF and FTA
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● ● No evidence of attendance impact on FT% was discovered.
No evidence of attendance impact on FT% was discovered
● ● No evidence of attendance impact on scorekeepers was discovered.
No evidence of attendance impact on scorekeepers was discovered

Attendance Impact on Statistics
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Results:
The home court boosts for AST and BLK were equivalent to having 12
and 43 additional possessions in a game respectively
●
Men received an additional home court boost for BLK while women
received a lesser home court boost for OREB and FGA
●
Team strength advantage coefficients were highly correlated (0.85)
with home advantage coefficients, thus scorekeepers may have been
more biased in favor of stronger teams
●

LASSO Poisson regression model
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Quantifying Home Court Advantage
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Predicting statistic counts
while controlling for:
●
RPI`
●
Possessions
●
Gender / Division

After estimating the models, the percentage impact values are computed as
eβj-1 and are presented in the following table.
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display the average p-value results in the following table:

Home – increase in statistic frequency for home teams compared to away teams
Division – baseline differences in gender-division combinations
Empty Cells – variables not selected in models
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(H) – home teams’ advantage over neutral teams
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